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Crittenden et al. 1993, 1995; Harari & Zaldarriaga 1993; Frewin
et al. 1994; Coulson et al. 1994; Ng & Ng 1995; Zaldarriaga &
Harari 1995; Kosowsky 1996; Seljak 1997; Zaldarriaga & Seljak
1997; Kamionkowski et al. 1997) has evolved to where there are
precise predictions and a common language to describe the polar-
ization signal. Hu & White (1997) give a pedagogical overview.

The first limits on the polarization were placed by Penzias &
Wilson (1965) followed by Caderni et al. (1978), Nanos (1979),
Lubin & Smoot (1979, 1981), Lubin et al. (1983), Wollack et al.
(1993), Netterfield et al. (1997), Sironi et al. (1997), Torbet et al.
(1999), Keating et al. (2001), and Hedman et al. (2002). In 2002,
the DASI team announced a detection of CMB polarization at
subdegree angular scales based on 9months of data from a 13 ele-
ment 30 GHz interferometer (Kovac et al. 2002; Leitch et al.
2002). The signal level was consistent with that expected from
measurements of the temperature spectrum. The DASI results
were confirmed and extended (Leitch et al. 2005) almost con-
temporaneously with the release of the CBI (Readhead et al.
2004) and CAPMAP (Barkats et al. 2005) results. More re-
cently, the BOOMERANG team has released its measurement
of CMB polarization (Montroy et al. 2006). All of these mea-
surements were made at small angular scales (l > 100). Of the
experiments that measure the polarization, the DASI, CBI, and
BOOMERANG (Piacentini et al. 2006) teams also report de-
tections of the temperature-polarization cross correlation.

The CMB polarization probes the evolution of the decoupling
and reionization epochs. The polarization signal is generated by
Thomson scattering of a local quadrupolar radiation pattern by
free electrons. The scattering of the same quadrupolar pattern in
a direction perpendicular to the line of sight to the observer has
the effect of isotropizing the quadrupolar radiation field. The net
polarization results from a competition between these two ef-
fects. We estimate the magnitude of the signal following Basko
& Polnarev (1980). By integrating the Boltzmann equation for
the photon distribution they show that the ratio of the polariza-
tion anisotropy (Erms) to the temperature (Trms) signal in a flat
cosmology is given by
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where !(z) ¼ c"T
R z

0 ne(z
0 )dz0(dt /dz0 ) is the optical depth. Here

"T is the Thomson cross section, c is the speed of light, and ne is
the free electron density. The difference in square brackets in the
numerator sets the range in z over which polarization is gener-
ated. For example, if the decoupling epoch entailed an instan-
taneous transition from an extremely high optical depth (! 31)
to transparency (! ¼ 0), there would be no polarization signal.

To estimate the polarization fraction we compute the optical
depth using ordinary atomic physics and the thermal history of
the universe (Peebles 1968; Zeldovich et al. 1969). The result is
shown in Figure 1. From inserting !(z) in equation (1), we find
that the expected level of polarization anisotropy is (5% (in
Erms /Trms) of the anisotropy.

The polarization producing quadrupole is generated by dif-
ferent mechanisms at different epochs. Near decoupling at zd ¼
1088 (Page et al. 2003b; Spergel et al. 2003), velocity gradients
in the flow of the primordial plasma give rise to the quadrupole.
More specifically, in the rest frame of an electron in such a flow,
the radiation background has a quadrupolar pattern proportional
to the velocity gradient,:v, and the mean free path between scat-
terings, k. Just before decoupling, z > zd , the photons are tightly
coupled to the electrons and k is small. Thus, the polarization is

small. As decoupling proceeds, k increases and the quadrupole
magnitude increases. The process is cut off at lower redshift be-
cause the optical depth drops so rapidly. In the context of infla-
tionary cosmology, Harari & Zaldarriaga (1993) show that in
Fourier space the polarization signal is/kv!, where k is the
wavevector and! ( k is the width of the last scattering surface.
After decoupling there are no free electrons to scatter the CMB

until the first generation of stars ignite and reionize the universe at
zr. The free electrons then scatter the intrinsic CMB quadrupole,
C2(zr), and produce a polarized signal /C2(zr)

1/2!(zr). As this
process occurs well after decoupling, the effects of the scatter-
ing are manifest at comparatively lower values of l. We expect
the maximum value of the signal to be at lmax ( #/$H (zr), where
$H (zr) is the current angular size of the horizon at reionization. For
6 < z < 30 a simple fit gives $H (z) ¼ 4:8/z0:7, so that for zr ¼
12; lmax ( 4. Thus, the signature of reionization in polarization
is cleanly separable from the signature of decoupling. In the
first data release the WMAP team published a measurement of
the temperature-polarization (TE) cross spectrum for 2 < l <
450 (Bennett et al. 2003b; Kogut et al. 2003) with distinctive
antipeak and peak structure (Page et al. 2003b). The l >16 part
of the spectrum was consistent with the prediction from the tem-
perature power spectrum, while the l < 16 part showed an excess
that was interpreted as reionization at 11< zr < 30 (95% CL).
This paper builds on and extends these results. Not only are

there 3 times as much data, but the analysis has improved sig-
nificantly: (1) The polarization mapmaking pipeline now self-
consistently includes almost all known effects and correlations
due to instrumental systematics, gain and offset drifts, unequal
weighting, and masking (Jarosik et al. 2007). For example, the

Fig. 1.—Model of the ionization history of the universe. The line marked
with an ‘‘x’’ is the ionization fraction, x ¼ ne/n, where ne is the number of elec-
trons and n ¼ 11:2!b(1þ z)3 m#3 is the number of protons with !b the baryon
density. From quasar absorption systems we know the universe has been fully
ionized since at least z ( 6. Between 6P zP 30 the first generation of stars
ionized the universe.We show a possible model inspired by Holder et al. (2003).
The history for this period is uncertain although the reionization produces a char-
acteristic signature in the CMB polarization. For 30 < z < 2000, we show de-
coupling as described in Peebles (1993). The line marked ! is the net optical
depth, !(z). The dashed curves are the integrands in the numerator (bottom) and
denominator (top) of eq. (1) (divided by 200) for the 100 < z < 2000 region.
By eye, one can see that the ratio of the integrals at the maximum, and thus the
fractional polarization, is( 5%. The vertical line marks the redshift of decoupling,
zdec ¼ 1088, at the maximum of the visibility function (not shown).
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• *When*does*the*enBre*volume*of*the*inter&galacBc*medium*become*
filled*with*ionized*gas?**

• *How*extended*is*the*reionizaBon*process?**

• *What*does*this*tell*us*about*the*first*generaBon*of*ionizing*sources,*
and*on*the*surrounding*IGM,*including*the*impact*of*feedback

What*reionization*questions?
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Current*tightest*limits*from*WMAP*(+Planck*dust:*down*~1&sigma*with*better*dust*removal)*
LFI*70*GHz*consistent*but*larger*errors;*Planck*HFI*analysis*underway*&*see*Monday*talks!*
Systematics*are*challenging.
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~upper+
limit

Large&scale*E&mode*data

tau = 0.078 ± 0.019 (Planck-2015 +LFI-pol) 
tau = 0.071 ± 0.013 (Planck-2015 +WMAP-pol) 



Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission

Fig. 15. Maximum posterior amplitude polarization maps derived from the Planck observations between 30 and 353 GHz
(Planck Collaboration X 2015). The left and right columns show the Stokes Q and U parameters, respectively. Rows show, from top
to bottom: CMB; synchrotron polarization at 30 GHz; and thermal dust polarization at 353 GHz. The CMB map has been highpass-
filtered with a cosine-apodized filter between ` = 20 and 40, and the Galactic plane (defined by the 17 % CPM83 mask) has been
replaced with a constrained Gaussian realization (Planck Collaboration IX 2015).
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Fig. 16. Brightness temperature rms as a function of frequency and astrophysical component for temperature (left) and polarization
(right). For temperature, each component is smoothed to an angular resolution of 1� FWHM, and the lower and upper edges of each
line are defined by masks covering 81 and 93 % of the sky, respectively. For polarization, the corresponding smoothing scale is 400,
and the sky fractions are 73 and 93 %.

10. Planck 2015 cosmology results

Since their discovery, anisotropies in the CMB have contributed
significantly to defining our cosmological model and measuring
its key parameters. The standard model of cosmology is based
upon a spatially flat, expanding Universe whose dynamics are
governed by General Relativity and dominated by cold dark mat-
ter and a cosmological constant (⇤). The seeds of structure have
Gaussian statistics and form an almost scale-invariant spectrum
of adiabatic fluctuations. The 2015 Planck data remain in excel-

lent agreement with this paradigm, and continue to tighten the
constraints on deviations and reduce the uncertainty on the key
cosmological parameters.

The major methodological changes in the steps going
from sky maps to cosmological parameters are discussed
in Planck Collaboration XII (2015); Planck Collaboration XIII
(2015). These include the use of Planck polarization data in-
stead of WMAP, changes to the foreground masks to include
more sky and dramatically reduce the number of point source
“holes,” minor changes to the foreground models, improve-
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Planck+Collaboration+2015

+Foregrounds*matter*for*EE*too

Typically subtract global synchrotron and dust templates from the CMB bands



Planck collaboration: CMB power spectra & likelihood
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Figure E.1. 1� and 2� contours for the template coe�cient scalings estimated using the WMAP dust template (top) and the Planck
353 GHz map as a dust template (bottom), for the Ka, Q, and V bands. We compare the coe�cients estimated using the WMAP
‘P06’ mask, to this with the smaller WMAP ‘processing mask’. We also indicate the template values quoted in the WMAP paper
Bennett et al. (2012).
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GalacBc*foreground*uncertainty*sBll*
not*fully*understood/characterized*
for*cleaning*WMAP*Q/U*maps

Worries*with*current*model*
• use*spaBally*invariant*scaling*from*global*synchrotron*and*dust*templates*
• ignore*scale&dependent*spaBal*correlaBon*between*dust*and*pol*
• ignore*polarized*AME*

What*is*the*‘correct’*current*constraint*on*opBcal*depth?

+Foregrounds*matter*for*EE*too

Planck+Collaboration+2013
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Fig. 5.— Low resolution polarized Q (top) and U (bottom) maps of the CMB, synchrotron, and dust emission, estimated from the
five-year K, Ka, Q, and V band maps using Gibbs sampling. Pixels inside the processing mask are grey. The CMB maps (left panels,
thermodynamic temperature) do not show significant Galactic contamination in the plane. The synchrotron amplitudes (center, antenna
temperature), are defined at K-band (22.8 GHz), and are consistent with the total K-band maps, with high Q and U emission from the
North Polar Spur, and high Q emission in the Galactic plane at longitude 110 <

∼ l <
∼ 170. The dust amplitudes (right, antenna temperature)

are defined at W-band (93.5 GHz), and have a Gaussian prior on Q and U of 0 ± 0.2Id where Id is the dust intensity.
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Fig. 6.— Estimated 1σ errors on the low resolution maps of the CMB (left), synchrotron (center), and dust (right) Q and U components, as
shown in Figure 5. The CMB errors are more fully described by a covariance matrix, including pixel-pixel correlation and Q/U correlation,
so the maps can be used for cosmological analysis. The errors on the dust maps (right) are dominated by the prior that limits the dust
polarization fraction to 20%. The middle panels clearly show the two sources of uncertainty in our CMB polarization maps: detector noise
in the ecliptic plane (which traces a sideways S in the map) and foreground removal uncertainties in the galactic plane.

expect: in regions of low Galactic emission, the errors are
dominated by instrumental noise. As the Galactic plane
is approached, errors from foreground uncertainty begin
to dominate, in particular where the dust contribution is
most uncertain. This is a real advantage of the method:
rather than imposing masks, the method inflates the er-
rors where the foregrounds are brightest. As opposed to
template cleaning, which produces CMB maps at each
frequency observed, this method recovers a single Q and
U polarization map, and so has higher signal-to-noise
than any of the individual template-cleaned maps. There
is some indication of structure in the CMB signal, par-
ticularly in the Q Stokes map at the Galactic anti-center,
and in the U map in the region of the North Polar Spur.
This is consistent with noise. Outside the P06 mask the
maps are morphologically similar to the template-cleaned
CMB maps co-added over Ka, Q, and V bands. The cor-

relation coefficients for the pixels within the CMB maps
have a maximum value of ∼ 40%, with rms correlation
of ∼ 2%.

We compare the power at each multipole, outside the
P06 mask, to the template-cleaned case from the main
WMAP analysis (Gold et al. 2008) in Figure 7. Using the
method described in Nolta et al. (2008), at each multi-
pole the conditional likelihoods is computed as a func-
tion of CEE

ℓ , with all other multipoles held fixed, for
2 < ℓ < 7. The results are consistent, although this
analysis finds more power at ℓ = 4 and 5. Computing
the likelihood as a function of τ we find τ = 0.090±0.019
for the Gibbs-sampled maps outside the P06 mask, which
is consistent with the results obtained through template
cleaning, which give τ = 0.086 ± 0.016 for the KaQV
data combination. Obtained using a different methodol-
ogy and accounting for foreground marginalization, this

+What*would*we*like*to*measure?

Dunkley et al 2009, Armitage-Caplan et al 2011
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Fig. 5.— Low resolution polarized Q (top) and U (bottom) maps of the CMB, synchrotron, and dust emission, estimated from the
five-year K, Ka, Q, and V band maps using Gibbs sampling. Pixels inside the processing mask are grey. The CMB maps (left panels,
thermodynamic temperature) do not show significant Galactic contamination in the plane. The synchrotron amplitudes (center, antenna
temperature), are defined at K-band (22.8 GHz), and are consistent with the total K-band maps, with high Q and U emission from the
North Polar Spur, and high Q emission in the Galactic plane at longitude 110 <

∼ l <
∼ 170. The dust amplitudes (right, antenna temperature)

are defined at W-band (93.5 GHz), and have a Gaussian prior on Q and U of 0 ± 0.2Id where Id is the dust intensity.
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Fig. 6.— Estimated 1σ errors on the low resolution maps of the CMB (left), synchrotron (center), and dust (right) Q and U components, as
shown in Figure 5. The CMB errors are more fully described by a covariance matrix, including pixel-pixel correlation and Q/U correlation,
so the maps can be used for cosmological analysis. The errors on the dust maps (right) are dominated by the prior that limits the dust
polarization fraction to 20%. The middle panels clearly show the two sources of uncertainty in our CMB polarization maps: detector noise
in the ecliptic plane (which traces a sideways S in the map) and foreground removal uncertainties in the galactic plane.

expect: in regions of low Galactic emission, the errors are
dominated by instrumental noise. As the Galactic plane
is approached, errors from foreground uncertainty begin
to dominate, in particular where the dust contribution is
most uncertain. This is a real advantage of the method:
rather than imposing masks, the method inflates the er-
rors where the foregrounds are brightest. As opposed to
template cleaning, which produces CMB maps at each
frequency observed, this method recovers a single Q and
U polarization map, and so has higher signal-to-noise
than any of the individual template-cleaned maps. There
is some indication of structure in the CMB signal, par-
ticularly in the Q Stokes map at the Galactic anti-center,
and in the U map in the region of the North Polar Spur.
This is consistent with noise. Outside the P06 mask the
maps are morphologically similar to the template-cleaned
CMB maps co-added over Ka, Q, and V bands. The cor-

relation coefficients for the pixels within the CMB maps
have a maximum value of ∼ 40%, with rms correlation
of ∼ 2%.

We compare the power at each multipole, outside the
P06 mask, to the template-cleaned case from the main
WMAP analysis (Gold et al. 2008) in Figure 7. Using the
method described in Nolta et al. (2008), at each multi-
pole the conditional likelihoods is computed as a func-
tion of CEE

ℓ , with all other multipoles held fixed, for
2 < ℓ < 7. The results are consistent, although this
analysis finds more power at ℓ = 4 and 5. Computing
the likelihood as a function of τ we find τ = 0.090±0.019
for the Gibbs-sampled maps outside the P06 mask, which
is consistent with the results obtained through template
cleaning, which give τ = 0.086 ± 0.016 for the KaQV
data combination. Obtained using a different methodol-
ogy and accounting for foreground marginalization, this
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Sigma(tau)*from*large&scale*EE:*
2013***WMAP********>=*0.013*
2015***Planck*LFI**>=*0.019*
2016?*Planck*HFI*>=*0.005*
2025?*‘CV’*sigma*>=*0.002*

This*will*be*a*valuable*measurement*for*
the*reionizaBon*community*

Primordial*amplitude*As:*
similar*scaling

+Improvements*on*tau/As

CMBPol+White+Paper,+Zaldarriaga+et+al+2008



• Can*distinguish*very*different*durations,*but*not*strong*constraint*on*duration*(and*depends*on*actual*value*of*
tau)*&*kSZ*will*do*that*better*

• Could*make*at*least*two&bin*measurements*of*optical*depth**

• How*many*principal*components?*1&2*for*WMAP,*2&3*for*Planck&HFI?,*4&5*for*CV

+Measuring*reionization*history
CMBPol+White+Paper,+Zaldarriaga+et+al+2008



+To*use*growth*of*structure,*want*primordial*amplitude

Structure*probes*like*
CMB*lensing*measure*
amplitude*of*structure*
at*late*Bmes.*

For*example,*neutrino*
mass*suppresses*
structure.*Also*
curvature*and*w*ne*&1.*

Constraints*limited*by*
knowledge*of*primordial*
amplitude,*as*non&
LCDM*effects*mostly*
look*like*a*change*in*
amplitude. Allison et al 2015



Improved*tau*measurement*could*halve*(or*more)*constraints*on*late&time*parameters**
Similar*degeneracies*seen*for*e.g.*curvature/dark*energy/anything*that*affects*growth.*

Q.*Are*our*standards*different*for*fundamental*physics*parameters*versus*‘astrophysical’*
parameters?

Allison+et+al+2015

+Impact*of*tau*on*neutrino*mass*forecasts



• Need*to*get*to*large*scales,*but*l~10&15*is*pretty*good.*However,*that*is*a*challenge*from*the*
ground*or*from*balloons.*NB.*Planck&pol’*is*not*at*this*level*yet**

• If*you*want*to*improve*neutrino*mass*measurements*beyond*nominal*S3*levels,*an*improved*
tau*measurement*helps*more*than*decreasing*small&scale*Q/U*noise*below*10*uK/arcmin

Allison+et+al+2015

+How*low*in*ell*do*we*need?



Prospects+from+Atacama+Desert
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Will*tau*be*measured*by*21cm*before*CMB?
16

TABLE III. Fiducial values and 68% confidence limits on a
⇤CDM plus neutrino mass (

P
m⌫) model, within a reioniza-

tion model tuned to fit the Planck TT+lowP dataset. The
errors are computed first assuming a Stage 4 CMB exper-
iment able to access multipoles down to `min = 50, ana-
lyzed in conjunction with DESI and Planck polarization data
(“S4`<50+DESI+Planck Pol”). These datasets are then sup-
plemented with HERA measurements of the 21 cm power
spectrum and self-consistent reionization simulations. The
addition of 21 cm information reduces error bars on

P
m⌫

and allows a 5� detection of the neutrino mass even if
P

m⌫

is at its minimum value of 60meV allowed by neutrino oscil-
lation experiments.

Fiducial S4`>50+DESI +P21(k)

Parameter Value +Planck Pol +21 cm ⌧

⌦bh
2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.0222 ±0.00003 ±0.00003

⌦ch
2 . . . . . . . . . . 0.1197 ±0.00038 ±0.00022

100✓MC . . . . . . . . 1.04085 ±0.00031 ±0.00022

ln(1010As) . . . . . 3.089 ±0.0091 ±0.0016

ns . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.9655 ±0.0017 ±0.0015

⌧ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078 ±0.005 ±0.00058P
m⌫ [meV] . . . 60 ±19 ±12

able S4 experiments to make precise measurements of the
reionization bump signature discussed in Sec. I, breaking
the ⌧ -As degeneracy (which we saw in Fig. 6 still exists
with current Planck data). Higher `min values for S4 ex-
periments compromise their ability to do this degeneracy
breaking. With the 21 cm line, however, we recover this
ability. Using Fisher matrices from Ref. [67], we use the
formalism of Sec. IV to again predict the e↵ect of self-
consistently including 21 cm information. Fig. 8 illus-
trates how this breaks the ⌧ -

P
m⌫ degeneracy, with the

blue contours showing the constraints from S4(` > 50)
+ Planck polarization + DESI and the red contours ad-
ditionally incorporating 21 cm information from HERA.
The fiducial value for

P
m⌫ is taken to be the minimal

60meV; the fiducial value for ⌧ is taken to be 0.078. This
is the best-fit ⌧ value for the Planck TT+lowP dataset,
so we use the 21 cm Fisher matrix that is matched to
Planck TT+lowP parameters, but in practice we find
that the results are essentially the same assuming Planck
TT,TE,EE + lowP + lensing + ext. We see from Fig. 8
that the ⌧ -

P
m⌫ degeneracy is broken, with the error onP

m⌫ reduced from ±19meV to ±12meV. (Forecasted
errors6 on all cosmological parameters are given in Ta-
ble III). This demonstrates that even if S4 experiments

6 Importantly, note that with S4 and DESI cosmological parame-
ters, the fractional errors on a 21 cm-predicted ⌧ are comparable
to the uncertainties from ⌧ due to helium reionization, as pre-
dicted in Sec. III B. We have thus implicitly assumed that by the
time S4 and DESI data are available, current probes of helium
reionization will have improved astrophysical models su�ciently
to enable tight predictions of ⌧He.

FIG. 8. Likelihood contours on the ⌧ -
P

m⌫ plane, with bold
lines signifying 95% confidence regions and light lines signify-
ing 68% confidence regions. Blue contours denote the con-
straints using S4(` > 50) + Planck polarization + DESI
data only, while the red contours show the e↵ect of adding
21 cm power spectrum and self-consistency between the CMB-
measured and 21 cm-predicted ⌧ . Early 21 cm observations
will confirm models of reionization, allowing high sensitivity
measurements to predict ⌧ . This will break the CMB degen-
eracy between ⌧ and

P
m⌫ and enable improved constraints

on the neutrino mass.

are unable to precisely constrain the reionization bump,
21 cm cosmology can fill in the missing information. With
an error of 12meV, a cosmological determination of the
neutrino mass becomes a 5� detection even with the most
pessimistic fiducial value of

P
m⌫ = 60meV.

Though the predictions in this section have been
primarily based on HERA, our qualitative conclusions
should hold for any next-generation high signal-to-noise
21 cm experiment. For example, consider the SKA’s con-
straining power under the base ⇤CDM model (i.e., with-
out fitting for the neutrino mass). Rerunning our compu-
tations using the “halved dipoles per station” SKA con-
figurations7 presented in Ref. [74], we obtain an error of
±0.00060 for ⌧ and an error of ±0.0052 for ln(1010As)
using the Planck TT,TE,EE + lowP + lensing + ext
dataset. With Planck’s TT+lowP dataset, we obtain a
±0.0013 error on ⌧ and a ±0.0060 error on ln(1010As).
(In all cases, the quoted errors refer to 68% confidence).
Comparing these numbers to the HERA results in Table
II, we see that the SKA delivers small improvements in
precision, but not at a level that results in qualitatively
new science. We find this to be true whether we use the
“standard” SKA baseline configuration of Ref. [74] or
their “compact” configuration. There are a number of

7 The “halving” is with respect to the original SKA design, and
is a consequence of the recent re-budgeting process within the
SKA collaboration.

Forecast*for*HERA*from*Liu*et*al*2015;*in*principle*yes*but*foregrounds*will*be*significant*and*
field*still*developing.



• Even*if*Planck*had*reached*Blue&book*noise*levels,*there*would*remain*improvements*to*be*
made*in*large&scale*EE*(and*TE).*Sigma(tau)*—>*0.002.*Current*limits*are*sigma(tau)>=0.013.*

• Planck*has*not*yet*demonstrated*systemaBcs&free*large&scale*polarisaBon*performance*from*
HFI,*although*see*Monday’s*talks*for*an*update.*

• The*large&scale*foregrounds*are*sBll*not*fully*characterized,*even*for*EE.*

• We+need+beOer+tau+measurement+to+fully+exploit+growth+measurements+for+neutrino+mass+
and+curvature.+

• There+is+also+other+interesTng+physics+at+l<~50+scales+that+are+hard+to+reach+from+the+
ground.+See+Cora’s+talk,+plus+isocurvature+fluctuaTons+that+can+be+seen+at+large+scales+in+EE.+

• GroundY+and+balloonYbased+experiments+may+improve+on+PlanckYtau+before+2025+(CLASS,+
Spider).+But,+their+frequency+coverage+will+be+limited+and+angular+reach+not+yet+known.+

• We$need$a$be)er$2<l<~50$EE$measurement.$To$make$it$robustly,$we$need$mul>?frequency$
data$from$space,$designed$to$minimize$large?scale$polariza>on$systema>cs.$LiteBIRD$is$
already$more$than$a$1?parameter$experiment.

+Status/opinion


